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Customers who are moving into Cloud infrastructure (Google Cloud Platform) and deploying SAS® Viya® application often say that they already have a well-established way to manage their users and want to keep using their existing Identity Management System.

In this presentation, we will walk you through its implementation and discuss the best ways to provision or sync users when using your existing Identity Management System with GCP, integrating it with SAS® Viya® application through the SAML authentication. This will help you to consider the security on CAS for GCP data sources such as Google BigQuery, Google Cloud Storage and Google Bigtable.
**Introduction**

GCP uses Google Accounts for authentication and access management. As a prerequisite for access to GCP resources, SAS® Viya® users must have a Google Identity set up. This requirement does not preclude you from managing your identities as you do today and having one place to manage your identities. This e-poster will describe how to use the Google’s Cloud Identity, so that the customers can continue to manage their SAS® Viya® application users using the existing Identity Management System when working with GCP.

One should have a working knowledge of the following to configure SAS Viya® using an existing Identity Management System with Google Cloud Platform.

- SAS Viya® Authentication with SAML
- Setup GCP Cloud Identity Account
- Sync Identities
- Configure SAML SSO

**Objective**

- Seamless access to GCP data sources from SAS Viya with a single authentication.
- Secured channel to access GCP data sources from the analytical platform.
Google Cloud Directory Sync

Google Cloud Directory Sync enables administrators to synchronize users, groups and other data from an Active Directory/LDAP service to their Google Cloud domain directory.

How GCDS Work?

- Data is exported in a list from your LDAP server or Active Directory. You set up rules to specify how this list is generated.
- GCDS connects to the Google domain and generates a list of Google users, groups, and shared contacts that you specify.
- GCDS compares these lists and updates your Google domain to match the data.
- When the synchronization is complete, a report is emailed to any addresses that you specify.
GCP supports SAML 2.0 SSO, where Google acts as the service provider and a third party, such as ADFS, Ping or Okta, acts as the identity provider. This provides seamless SSO against GCP console, web, and command-line-based SSH, and OAuth authorization prompts. GCP's command-line interface tools, such as gcloud, gsutil, and bq, use SAML 2.0-based SSO for browser-based authentication as well. Here, in this presentation, we have used ADFS as the identity provider.
Sync Users and Groups

- Sync users and groups from AD to Google Cloud Admin Console as Gsuite users.
- Import the same Gsuite users into Google Cloud IAM.
- Provide the appropriate roles to access the Google Cloud application.

Access to SAS Viya

- Seamless access to Google BQ datasets from SAS Viya using the same Gsuite user.
- Access to Google Cloud Storage through GCS Fuse.
Thank You!!!

We demonstrated how to implement the best ways to provision or sync users when using your existing Identity Management System with GCP and integrate with SAS® Viya® application through SAML authentication. This will help you to consider the security on CAS for GCP data sources such as Google BigQuery, Google Cloud Storage and Google Bigtable.

Your comments and questions are valued and encouraged. Contact the author at: sanket.mitra@corecompete.com
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